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A Buckhorn Summer
From New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster comes a sizzling new Buckhorn
Brothers novella For odd-girl-out Zoey Hodge, the best thing about Buckhorn,
Kentucky, was leaving it behind. And now she's back—at least until she can nurse
her mother back to health and hightail it out of there anew. But there's one person
she doesn't mind seeing again. Garrett Hudson was one of the few who was always
kind to her. Now he's a firefighter—still one of the good guys, but with a sexy alpha
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charm that's tempting her inner bad girl. In school, Zoey was smart, witty and
unafraid to be herself. Garrett fell hard back then, and he's falling even faster now.
As far as he's concerned, there are all kinds of reasons Zoey should stick around.
Her pet grooming business. Her mom. And the chance for him to prove that he can
be her real-life hero in every way that matters…. Look for more titles in the
Buckhorn Brothers series, available now from Lori Foster and Harlequin HQN:
Buckhorn Beginnings, Forever Buckhorn, The Buckhorn Legacy and the novella
"Buckhorn Ever After" in the Animal Attraction anthology.

Unseen Messages
Lori Foster Bundle by released on Jul 1, 2007 is available now for purchase.

Jax
A fan-favorite tale from New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster, now
available as a stand-alone ebook for the first time! Sex therapist Lace McGee is the
sort of outspoken woman Dr. Daniel Sawyers wishes his little sister didn't idolize. In
fact, he'd prefer to avoid her himself, as she's always managed to get under his
skin. But when her visit to the ER lands him in the role of providing some follow-up
TLC, they both might learn that ignoring desire only leads to explosive
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encounters… First published in 1999.

The Buckhorn Brothers Collection Volume 1
She’s off limits, but their chemistry’s off the charts in this all-new Buckhorn
Brothers novella from Lori Foster! When Briana Kasper returns home from college
and sets eyes on hunky Jax Remmy, she knows she wants him. They were
acquainted back in high school, and now that they’re all grown up, their attraction
is instant, mutual and explosive. Ever since his parents died, Jax has been
responsible for his two younger siblings. He can’t get distracted by Briana, no
matter how sexy she is. He tries to keep some distance from her—avoids her even.
Little by little they grow closer despite his efforts. But when a freak snowstorm hits
and they get stuck together overnight in her house with no electricity, everything
changes.

Finally Home
This Buckhorn brother will fight for the woman of his dreams in this classic, mustread story from New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster, first published in
2000 as Sawyer! As the only doctor in Buckhorn County, Kentucky, Sawyer Hudson
knows a thing or two about saving lives. But when he rescues the beautiful Honey
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Malone from a car wreck and nurses her to health at his home, he finds himself
dreading the day she’s well enough to walk away. Because now that he’s met the
woman of his dreams, he’s not about to let her go. Honey’s been on the run for
days, but when a car accident lands her in Sawyer’s arms, she’s never felt so safe
in her life. But can he convince her that it’s safe to stop running—and build a future
in the one place that’s ever felt like home?

Halfway There
An alpha hero's attraction to the one woman he can't have could draw him into a
killer's snare in the sizzling new novel from New York Times bestselling author Lori
Foster Charismatic bar owner Rowdy Yates isn't the kind of man women say no to.
So when he approaches waitress Avery Mullins, he fully expects to get her number.
However, the elusive beauty has her reasons for keeping her distance—including a
past that might come back to haunt them both. Avery spends her nights working
for tips…and trying to forget the secret Rowdy is determined to unearth. But when
history threatens to repeat itself, Avery grows to rely on Rowdy's protective
presence. As the sparks between them ignite, she will be forced to choose between
the security she's finally found…and the passion she's always wanted.

Causing Havoc
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In this fan-favorite story from New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster, this
Buckhorn brother knows exactly what kind of woman he's going to marry…too bad
fate has other plans! Jordan Sommerville is a healer of helpless animals, rescuer of
strays, and a man who can seduce a woman with his voice alone. Not that he often
does. His brothers like to tease him about holding out for a paragon of virtue, and
not many in Buckhorn qualify. But when he meets Georgia, all his rules go straight
out the window. Georgia Barnes supports herself and her kids as a dancer—an
exotic one. If Jordan Sommerville doesn't like it, he can take a hike. So what if he's
the most caring, gentle, desirable man she's ever known—he's still a man like all
the rest. Surely he can't be as perfect as he looks—or can he? Originally published
in 2000

A Buckhorn Baby
The Buckhorn Brothers: Casey As a teen, Emma Clark was the girl with the bad
reputation— and trying to get Casey Hudson into bed hadn't helped! Not only was
he the cutest guy in town, but he was also the only one who'd really seemed to
care about her—so much so that the usually hot-blooded teen had resisted all her
awkward advances. Now, eight years later, it's a different story—. Caught in the
Act When a robbery goes bad, undercover cop Mick Dawson can't believe Delilah
Piper (aka mystery writer Lela DeBraye) was just in the wrong place at the wrong
time—and neither do the perps. The only way to protect her while he investigates
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what really happened is to stick with her 24/7—and try not to fall for the object of
his investigation!

Messing Around with Max
Sawyer The only doctor in Buckhorn County, Kentucky

Morgan
No one loves truer than a Buckhorn man… Don't miss a single fan-favorite story in
this box set from New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster! Sawyer The only
doctor in Buckhorn County, Kentucky, Sawyer Hudson knows a thing or two about
saving lives. But when he rescues beautiful Honey Malone from a car wreck and
nurses her to health at his home, he finds himself dreading the day she's well
enough to leave… Morgan Buckhorn's big, bad sheriff, Morgan Hudson, wants a
wife—one who's undemanding and content with small-town life. So why can't he
stop thinking about Misty Malone, the brazen city girl who's just found herself on
the wrong side of the law? Gabe Gabe Kasper, the heartthrob of Buckhorn, can
have any woman he wants—except for prickly, uptight Elizabeth Parks. All she
wants is an interview about Gabe's recent act of bravery. And though he considers
himself far from a hero, he'll answer her questions in exchange for kisses…and
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more. Jordan Veterinarian Jordan Somerville thinks he wants a woman who's a
paragon of virtue. But when he meets single mother and exotic dancer Georgia
Barnes, he's suddenly tempted to break all his own rules… Casey When they were
teens, Casey tried to help Emma, but his plans fell through when she ran away
without a trace. Years later, she's back, and Casey's determined to prove that he'll
always be the man for her… Originally published in 2000 and 2002

Rush Too Far
"Instincts are what keep us safe from fate. Ignoring them can change your life
forever." Fame and fortune arrived overnight and after months on the road with
her singing tour, all Estelle craves is peace. Tired and ready for paradise, she
travels to Fiji to recuperate. Stubborn and surly, Galloway is avoided by
most--which is exactly the way he likes it. However, he's done spending his life in
regret and hopes to find redemption in the tropical wilderness. Together, they
board the flight that changes their fate forever. Crash landing on a deserted island,
they not only have to figure out how to survive with no skills and daily
dangers--learning how to fish, find water, and build shelter--but also inherit two
children who look to them to keep them alive. However, staying alive might be the
least of Galloway and Estelle's problems. As days creep to months and rescue
doesn't find them, their desire for each other ignites. They started as strangers.
They grew to be friends. They fought the desire to be lovers. Lust can be the most
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beautiful thing. Love the most rewarding. But not on an island where life hangs by
a thread and giving into temptation can kill you. Can they survive being forgotten
or will love be their ultimate undoing? From New York Times Bestseller Pepper
Winters comes a timeless love story answering the question of what happens when
everything is stripped away. Standalone.

Back to Buckhorn
“Lori Foster writes about real people you’ll fall in love with.” —Stella Cameron You
met Joe Winston in Lori Foster’s Wild. Now, the Winston brothers’ seductive, badboy cousin is back and up against a woman who’s immune to his considerable
charms—or so it seems . . . IRRESISTIBLE FORCE—MEET IMMOVABLE OBJECT Joe
Winston has a routine with women: he exists; they swoon; roll credits. With his
smoldering looks, macho style, and irrepressible charm, Joe can have any
woman—except the one he really wants. Secretly, Luna Clark may lust after Joe,
but she’s made it clear that she’s too smart to fall for him. He can just keep
holding his breath, thank you very much. But now, Luna’s inherited two kids who
need more than she alone can give in a small town that seems hell-bent on driving
them away. She needs someone to help out . . . someone who can’t be intimidated
. . . someone just like Joe. Becoming an instant family wasn’t exactly what Joe had
in mind, but hey, it’s a start, and you can’t blame a guy for trying every angle.
After all, where there’s a Joe, there’s a way . . . straight into a woman’s heart.
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“When it comes to delivering sexy and sensual romance, author Lori Foster is in a
class by herself.” —RT Book Reviews

I Love Bad Boys
In "New York Times"-bestselling author Foster's sizzling classic, Casey Hudson,
Buckhorn County's favorite son, is out to prove he's all grown up. Reissue.

The Buckhorn Legacy
“Smart, sexy, engaging characters. The pages sizzle!” —Christine Feehan When it
comes to love, he plays to win There’s only so much frustration a guy can handle
before he gets a little nutty. For Jude Jamison, his frustration has a name—May
Price. She’s everything the former Hollywood bad boy actor came to Stillbrook,
Ohio, hoping to find: open, honest, lovable, and full of those luscious curves you
don’t find on stick-figure starlets—curves May doesn’t seem to appreciate in
herself. Every time Jude tries to get close to the skittish business woman, to take
her in his arms, she thinks he’s joking. Joking? Joking does not involve lots of coldshower therapy. Time for new tactics. If May can’t respond to his compliments and
sexy innuendos, he’ll just have to spell it out for her. Jude Jamison is going to lay
down the law for May Price. And after that, she’ll have no delusions about just how
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much he wants her “Foster outwrites most of her peers.”—Library Journal

Gabe
Morgan Hudson commanded a lot of respect as Buckhorn's biggest, baddest
sheriff. How one petite city woman could turn him on his head was a mystery, not
to mention being downright aggravating. But Misty Malone did just that, and
Morgan couldn't wait till she went back where she belonged. But then he
discovered why she'd come in the first place. Misty Malone had hoped to take
refuge with her sister, who'd just married into a family of sinfully attractive
brothers. They all treated her like gold— all but one. Morgan seemed to think she
was some sort of femme fatale, out to seduce his brothers. But seduction was the
last thing on her mind. Foremost was the baby she was secretly carrying. And then,
how to avoid the sexual sparks flying between her and Morgan.

Shohn
A sizzling new Buckhorn Brothers novella from New York Times bestselling author
Lori Foster If there's one thing headstrong bookstore owner Amber Hudson knows,
it's how to get what she wants. And what she wants most is for Noel Poet, the
hottest firefighter in Buckhorn, Kentucky, to finally admit they have a future
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together. But when life throws her an unexpected curveball, Amber must face the
fact that she's set her sights on something that could be out of reach forever. Noel
might be head over heels for Amber, but he has no intention of letting her call all
the shots. He's determined to play Amber's game his own way—and remind her
that some things are worth fighting for. Yet when Amber gets the shock of her life,
games are the last thing on his mind. Because now it's time to prove that old
demons are no match for the happy-ever-after that could be theirs… Don't miss
the other titles in the Buckhorn Brothers series, including Buckhorn Beginnings,
Forever Buckhorn, The Buckhorn Legacy, Buckhorn Ever After in the All For You
anthology, Back to Buckhorn, A Buckhorn Summer and A Buckhorn Bachelor.

Buckhorn Beginnings
In a sexy new Buckhorn Brothers novella, New York Times bestselling author Lori
Foster welcomes readers back to the small town that’s big on romance… Lisa
Sommerville’s wild one-night-stand was completely out of character for the
workaholic businesswoman. So when she arrives in Buckhorn, Kentucky, to spend a
summer rethinking her career, she’s stunned to find that Gray Neely has stepped
out of her steamy memories and taken up residence in her hometown. What’s
more, the laid-back ex-cop wants to pick up where they left off. Lisa has been on
Gray’s mind every day since that mind-blowing encounter. He was reeling from a
tragedy in the line of duty, and their connection was instant and intense. Still is.
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But sleepy Buckhorn is a million miles from her corporate world. And he has one
sweet, hot summer to prove they have a future there, together Don’t miss the
other titles in the Buckhorn Brothers series, including Buckhorn Beginnings,
Forever Buckhorn, The Buckhorn Legacy, Buckhorn Ever After in the All For You
anthology and Back to Buckhorn. www.LoriFoster.com

Getting Rowdy
Sawyer and Morgan Hudson—Gabe and their half brothers Gabe and Jordan. What
a family! SAWYER Honey Malone was on the run from a killer when she crashed her
car near Sawyer Hudson's home. The strong, tender doctor came to her rescue, but
Honey feared that if she stayed, he would be in danger, too. What Honey hadn't
counted on was Sawyer's protectiveness. He wasn't about to let her go… MORGAN
Buckhorn's big, bad sheriff, Morgan Hudson, wanted a wife just like his brother's
new bride, Honey Malone. But Honey's sister Misty Malone was hardly marriage
material. The dark-haired beauty was downright aggravating—not to mention she'd
been found guilty of theft—and she was pregnant by another man. But Morgan was
hell-bent on convincing her they'd be perfect together!

Morgan
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It’ll take a wild storm for the princess of Buckhorn, Kentucky, to catch the new
sheriff’s eye—and heart—in this scorching new Buckhorn novella… Kady Kaspar’s
sights have been set on Tucker Turley for far too long—and she’s tired of waiting
for Buckhorn’s handsome sheriff to notice her. When a heavy storm brings them
together, it’s about time to test the waters and see if the intense attraction she
feels goes both ways. Because if it does, he’s about to learn how stubborn she can
be… Of all the things Tucker expected to deal with when the rain started to pour, a
litter of stranded puppies and spitfire Kady, who’s determined to seduce him, sure
didn’t make the list. Yet there he is, bachelor pad overflowing with furballs and
Kady in his bedroom. He’s wanted her for years, but given her family’s prestige, he
needs to know that she’s serious before he makes any further moves…but will his
caution cost him everything? Don’t miss the other titles in the Buckhorn Brothers
series, including Buckhorn Beginnings, Forever Buckhorn, The Buckhorn Legacy,
“Buckhorn Ever After” in the All For You anthology, Back to Buckhorn, A Buckhorn
Summer, A Buckhorn Bachelor and A Buckhorn Baby.

Forever and Always
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter introduces the Original
Heartbreakers—beginning with a ruthless businessman about to break his own
rules—in this special prequel novella! Rich, powerful and utterly untamable, Dane
Michaelson is every woman's darkest fantasy. When he returns to his hometown to
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witness his father's upcoming nuptials, he is unprepared for the redheaded beauty
soon to become his stepsister. He's never wanted anyone more. Kenna Starr has
no desire to join the long list of women on rotation in Dane's bedroom. The single
mom learned the hard way—bad boys do bad things, and someone always gets
hurt. But Dane isn't fighting fair. With every heated look, stolen kiss and illicit
caress, he melts her defenses. Soon, the girl with the rep and the man who claims
to be heartless are locked in a passionate affair. But when trouble arises, will they
stand together or fall apart? Look for the next books in the Original
Heartbreakers—The Closer You Come, The Hotter You Burn and The Harder You
Fall—from HQN Books!

The Secret Life of Bryan
Gabe Kasper, heartthrob of Buckhorn County, could have had any woman he
wanted— if he'd had a mind to settle down. Which he didn't. The freedom of being
a jack-of-all-trades with no one to answer to suited him just fine. And then a
prickly, uptight, red-haired college woman showed up.— Elizabeth Parks needed
Gabe to complete her thesis on heroism, but he didn't seem to think saving a
couple of lives made him a hero. She was inclined to agree that he seemed like the
exception to the rule. Until he rescued her heart and soul with his fearless passion.
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Buckhorn Beginnings: Sawyer (The Buckhorn Brothers) /
Morgan (The Buckhorn Brothers)
Bryan Kelly has a few rules. Rule #1: Women are for fun, not commitment. Rule
#2: He’ll do anything for his twin brother, even switch places with him to find out
who’s sabotaging his charity. But playing a really good guy isn’t easy around Shay
Sommers. Which brings him to . . . Rule #3: If you can’t avoid temptation, succumb
with abandon. Shay Sommers has always been a rule breaker. She may be a
society page icon, but she’ll go to any length to help the street girls served by her
favorite charity. Even if it means impersonating one of them herself. The only
problem is the gorgeous man who runs the safe house. “Preacher,” as he insists
she call him, seems less like a shepherd and much more like a wolf . . . one with a
hungry look that’s making Shay feel she might be his next dinner . . .

Little Miss Innocent?
This Buckhorn man will have to prove his worth to the woman of his dreams—don’t
miss this fan-favorite novella from New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster,
available as a standalone ebook for the first time… Originally published as
Buckhorn Ever After in 2013 Ranger Shohn Hudson can’t help but notice a few
things about Nadine Moest. She’s gorgeous, she’s smart, she’s driven, and… she’s
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apparently not into him. At all. Shohn’s used to being chased, so having the one
woman who matters resist his charms is not what he signed up for. The last thing
Nadine wants is to be the latest notch on gorgeous Shohn’s bedpost. But Shohn is
determined to win her trust—and her heart. Once Nadine learns more about the
man underneath his cocky exterior, will she start to crack? Let the battle of wills
begin…

Annie, Get Your Guy
An erotically charged novel follows Emma Clark, once a notorious bad girl, as she
returns to Buckhorn and encounters gorgeous Casey Hudson, who had resisted her
attempts at seduction years ago, but now the tables are turned when Emma
refuses to succumb to Casey's passionate advances. Original.

Sawyer
Sawyer Hudson rescues Honey Malone from a car wreck and becomes attached
when he nurses her back to health, while sheriff Morgan Hudson falls for brazen
Misty Malone, who's found herself on the wrong side of the law.

Tucker
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Two stubborn hearts. One remote cabin. Endless possibilities…don't miss this fanfavorite tale from New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster! Annie Sawyers
has been madly in love with Guy Donovan since they shared a few fateful kisses
years ago. He's been running from her ever since, and now she's learned that he
wants to propose to a woman he doesn't love, for business reasons. She's stood on
the sidelines far too long. If this is the last chance she has to prove they'd be
perfect for each other, then she'll go all out. Guy Donovan is horrified to hear that
innocent Annie has plans to seduce someone. Especially when he puts the pieces
together and realizes that his unworthy coworker is the target. It'll be a cold day in
hell before he lets another man touch her—but when a car accident strands the
two of them alone in a remote cabin, he's about to realize there's more to Annie
than he'd ever guessed… First published in 2001

Say No To Joe ?
In this beloved classic from New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster, a
mandetermined to settle down is about to fall for the one woman who won't…
Successful relationship columnist Max Sawyers has lived life in the fast lane
andenjoyed every second of it, but with a cranky rescue dog named Cleo now
ruling his lifeinstead of casual temptation, he's decided it's time to change his
ways and find a wife.Between his own high standards and his new dog's dislike of
anything female, this is noeasy feat—especially when the worst possible candidate
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comes crashing into his life, andshe's the only woman the capricious Cleo can
stand. Maddie Montgomery refused to take to heart the nasty things her ex-fiancé
said aftershe caught him cheating, but perhaps he had a point about her naiveté
with men. Shecertainly hasn't ruled out marriage in the (very distant) future, but
for now, she's goingto go all out in the name of fun. Who better to practice with
than the gorgeous Max?Problem is, he's beginning to think he's met The One, and
she isn't going to like findingout it's her… First published in 2001

Adam & Kiss and Makeup
Buckhorn, Kentucky's favorite son has finally decided to tie the knot in a sizzling
new Buckhorn Brothers novella Adam Sommerville always thought he had it all—a
great family in a close-knit community, a worthwhile job as a high school gym
teacher and no shortage of women eager to be on his arm. But it seems his luck
has suddenly run out. Because Buckhorn's most renowned bachelor has decided
it's time to settle down—and the one woman he wants has just put him firmly in
the friend zone. Hiding her true feelings from Adam has been a full-time job for the
past five years, but librarian Isabella Presley is determined not to be the latest
heart he breaks. The best way to get over her attraction is to find someone else to
date—even if it means asking Adam for flirting tips to help her land the perfect
guy. But when Adam sets out to convince her the perfect guy is him, will she face
her fears for a chance at forever? Don't miss the other titles in the Buckhorn
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Brothers series, including Buckhorn Beginnings, Forever Buckhorn, The Buckhorn
Legacy, "Buckhorn Ever After" in the All For You anthology, Back to Buckhorn and A
Buckhorn Summer.

Once and Again
Buckhorn's favorite bachelor has finally decided to tie the knot in a sizzling new
novella… Don't miss this fan-favorite tale from New York Times bestselling author
Lori Foster, originally titled A Buckhorn Bachelor. Adam Sommerville always
thought he had it all—great family in a close-knit community, worthwhile job as a
high school gym teacher, and no shortage of women eager to be on his arm. But it
seems his luck has suddenly run out. Because Buckhorn's most renowned bachelor
has decided it's time to settle down—and the one woman he wants is determined
to view him as a friend…and nothing more. Hiding her true feelings from Adam has
been a full-time job for the past five years, but librarian Isabella Presley is
determined not to be the latest heart he breaks. The best way to get over her
attraction is to find someone else to date—even if it means asking Adam for flirting
tips to help her land the perfect guy. But when Adam sets out to convince her the
perfect guy is him, will she face her fears for a chance at forever? Originally
published in 2016 FREE BONUS STORY INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME! Kiss and
Makeup by Taryn Leigh Taylor! A hot shade of lipstick calls for a hot, sexy guy…
Makeup artist Chloe Masterson is flying home for her sister's wedding and catches
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the eye of the hunky suit sitting beside her on the plane. Turns out Ben has the
exact same last name, and everyone assumes they're married. When they get
stuck in a hotel room together, Chloe decides it's a sign for her to make the most
of the error. But as their lies begin to snowball, Chloe and Ben find it harder and
harder to separate reality and fantasy… Originally published in 2015

Jordan
Second chances were never more seductive than those in this brand-new Buckhorn
novella… The day April Kasper offered herself to Boone Barton is etched in her
memory—for all the wrong reasons. He turned her down flat. Five years later the
humiliation still stings, but April isn’t a naive kid anymore. Now that Boone is back
in Buckhorn, she needs him to see that she’s older, wiser and over him. Or at least
two out of three… Back then, Boone was a bad boy—no question. But even he
knew that sweet, smart April was off-limits. Now though, it’s an entirely different
ball game. No matter how hard he’s tried to forget her, she’s plagued his dreams.
So he’s back in Buckhorn to prove that letting her go was the biggest mistake of
his life, and a wise man never repeats his mistakes…

Jude's Law
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Never before published from the New York Times bestselling author Gillian is a PR
expert hired to smooth out the rough edges on hot- headed sports club president
Drew Black. He's rough, raw and ready for any challenge Gillian throws his way.
But which one's going to end up on top?

The Watson Brothers
Ready for the next romance and latest shenanigans in Tuckers Bluff? Love Aunt
Eileen and the Ladies Afternoon Social Club? Can't get enough of the mysterious
dogs? Then join the Farraday clan as the next bachelor falls head over boot heels
in love. If you're a fan of heartwarming romance, romance series, cowboy
romances, sweet fun reads, Raeanne Thayne, Debbie Macomber, and small town
romance, you'll enjoy this latest addition to the Farraday family!

Boone
Centering around the sexy Buckhorn men, two complete novels in one sultry
volume include Gabe, in which Gabe Kasper, a man who can have any woman he
wants, finds himself powerfully attracted to prim grad student Elizabeth Parks, and
Jordan, in which vet Jordan Sommerville falls for exotic danger Georgia Barnes.
Original.
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Lori Foster Bundle
Honey Malone was on the run, fleeing a dangerous predator, when she lost control
of her car, drove into a lake—and found herself up to her neck in breathtaking
men. After the brothers nursed her through her injuries, she tried to leave, but she
hadn't bargained on their stubborn protectiveness. Or the passionate bond that
tied her to Sawyer.

Back in Black
Get ready to fall hard for Rush… Fallen Too Farintroduced us to Rush Finlay, the
gorgeous charming son of a famous rock star, and Blaire Wynn, the girl from
Alabama who rode into Rosemary Beach, Florida, in a pick-up truck with a gun
under the seat looking for her estranged father. United under one roof by the
surprising marriage of their parents, Rush and Blaire couldn't hate each other
more. But it only took a summer to for everything to change… Fallen Too Far was
Blaire's story. Now it's time for Rush to share his side, and for readers to fall all
over again!

Enticing
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Extreme fighter Dean "Havoc" Conor finds his heart taking quite a beating when he
joins forces with his sister's outspoken best friend Eve to stop his sister from
marrying a man who is not what he seems. Original.

A Buckhorn Bachelor
They are the men of our wildest dreams. With just a look, they can jump-start our
deepest desires. So, crack open the cover. . .and discover men who can't be
tamed. . . Her Craving New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster Shy Becky
Harte has decided to explore her wicked side. Being spotted in a sex shop by her
secret object of desire, George Westin, was not part of the plan. George is
intrigued at her purchases, and he'd love to teach the blushing Becky a thing or
two about surrender. But when fantasy becomes reality, it's the not-so-innocent
Becky calling the shots. . . Naughty by Night USA Today bestselling author Janelle
Denison Since they were teenagers, sparks have flown between Chloe Anderson
and Gabe Mackenzie. Now, Gabe is back in town, and a friendly poker game is
turning into a game of seduction. The stakes: their wildest desires. Leave it to the
irrepressible Chloe to turn the poker tables on Gabe. Now she has him at her
mercy for four nights--and they've got six years of pent-up passion to make up for.
. . . . .And When They Were Bad USA Today bestselling author Donna Kauffman For
Cameron James IV, a vacation at the private Caribbean club Intimacies is his
chance to find his inner wild man. In real life, Allison Walker is a computer nerd
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with a successful firm, but at Intimacies, she's in over her head--until she meets
Cam. And though Cam is looking to shuck his nice guy image with a wanton
woman, it's the nice girl he's just met who's about to bring out the wicked in him. .
.

BUCKHORN BROTHERS: CASEY
After hearing that her father is in the hospital, Emma returns to her hometown.
There, she bumps into her first love, Casey, who turned her down when she
confessed her feelings eight years ago. Devastated, Emma had gathered what little
money she’d saved and left town. Now she’s a grown, independent woman with
her own business in Chicago, but being around Casey makes her feel like a
lovestruck teenager again. Why do his eyes burn with passion when he looks at
her? And will Emma be able to tell him her deepest secret?

The One You Want
"My House, My Rules" Sweetly sexy and extremely determined Ariel drives tough,
rugged cop Sam Watson over the edge. When Ariel's headstrong ways nearly
wreck one of Sam's sting operations--ruining her dress in the process--he offers her
a ride to his place to clean up. But Ariel seems to have her own agenda, and Sam
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decides it's time to show the lady that if she wants to play games of seduction,
he'll be calling the shots. . . "Bringing Up Baby" Gil Watson's wild night on a
business trip two years ago resulted in a daughter he never knew he had. Now that
the girl's mother is gone, he wants to do right by his little girl, even if it means a
marriage of convenience with the woman who's been raising her. Anabel Truman is
totally wrong for him. But the sensations she rouses in Gil feel totally right. "Good
With His Hands" As best friends, Pete Watson and Cassidy McClannahan have a "no
sex" relationship. "No sex" equals continuing friendship. "Ohmygodyes" sex equals
big problems. It may be a rigid rule, but it works--until Pete decides he wants to
push the line and transform himself into the perfect guy he thinks Cassidy wants.

Casey
Readers have fallen in love with the town and people of Fool's Gold in Susan
Mallery's New York Times bestselling series. Meet her latest couple in this special
Fool's Gold novella! Fayrene Hopkins may be only twenty-four years old, but she
runs her own business and has big plans—plans that don't involve falling in love
yet. She's determined to make her mark on the world before settling down. She
thinks she's got life all figured out—until she meets Ryan Patterson on her latest
job. Fayrene senses his interest in her, and she has to admit he gets her pulse
racing. Luckily, starting a relationship with Ryan is safe—he's leaving Fool's Gold
when his work contract is up. Ryan has goals of his own and a job waiting for him
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in Texas. He doesn't expect to get waylaid by a sassy blonde and cozy town. But
what started out as temporary is starting to look like the real thing. If only he can
convince Fayrene that some plans are made to be broken. Return to Fool's Gold in
Just One Kiss, Two of a Kind and Three Little Words. Plus, look for the entire Fool's
Gold series—and dozens of other memorable titles by Susan Mallery—available
now from Harlequin HQN.
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